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This is a short piece Holly and I wrote for John Green’s Project for Awesome a few years ago. I recently
mentioned it and enough people asked to see it that I thought we ought to put it up! It’s a crossover between
Holly Black’s Modern Faerie Tale series and Shadowhunter Chronicles. Kaye, Roiben, Corny and Luis are
all from Holly’s books. You may well know the others. :) This is set before the beginning of City of Bones.
Remember when Jace talked about eating faerie food and running naked down Fifth Avenue…?
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From Reader Review Not for Humans for online ebook

Alexandria St Delphi says

Jace, "the body has to be free" lol. okay.
I enjoyed seeing Magnus notice Alec for the first time. Damn, even so far back them he only had eyes for
him, it's so beautiful.

Kiera says

That was something I didn't know I needed until now!!!

Lindsay Crouse says

It was funny, but read more like a fanfic piece than something written by the actual authors.

Renee says

Ok, I always wondered what exactly happened with Jace when he made the mention in City of
Bones of what happened the time he ate fairie food, and this little short story did not disappoint. I was
laughing out loud halfway through. And the banter throughout it is gold.

This is an absolute gem, and a new favorite scene of mine featuring the shadowhunters.

5/5 stars ???

Sakina Azhar says

YASSS!!!!

Karolina Szymczak says

Nie znam bohaterów z ksi??ek Holly Black (przez co odbiór by? pewnie gorszy), ale za to wszystkich
pozosta?ych znam a? za dobrze.
Opowiadanie zabawne i urocze.



Catarina (TravelerBetweenWorlds) says

What the heck is this??? Sounds so fantastic!! :D

Effy ? says

this was sooooo cute

? Bibliyowhan ? Mother of Books ζ says

I'm laughing my ass off! By the Angel, Jace runs around New York naked! I love this work by Cassie and
Holly, wherein two worlds from two different book series has meet, this is the kind of cross-over a reader
would want! I haven't read any of Holly Black's books, but I do own the first three books of the Magisterium
series (she wrote it with Cassie), I just haven't started it yet, I plan to do so once all 5 books are published.
But I heard all good stuffs with Holly's new book: The Cruel Prince and I do plan to read that soonest.
Holly and Cassie are really good friends and this short story shows how cool both authors are.

Read Not For Humans as an extra story from Son of the Dawn.

Jessie says

I've been working my way through the short stories and honestly this is the only one I really enjoyed. It's
from Kaye's perspective, the faerie who owns the coffee shop the shadowhunters sometimes frequent. It was
really cool seeing how faeries view shadowhunters and other races. I hope we get some faerie POVs in the
next books.

Noha Badawi says

This is was fun.
I didn't know I needed this back story in my life.
But now I have it and I'm happy.

Cristina R. says

I LOVED THIS STORY. I couldn't stop smiling.

“Don't try to stop me, Alec,” said Jace. “This body has to be free.”

I want more stories like this.



Joana says

Having this short piece is a damn awesome addition. It was fun and awesome. Shadowhunter Extras are
always welcome, I just wish it had matched City of Bones... in there Izzy says she ot the invitation for
Magnus party from some Kelpie at Pandemonium, that he had a whole stack of them, but according to this a
very drunk Magnus gave her the invitation directly. Maybe she doesn't remember that, ignored the paper and
did in fact acquire another one at Pandemonium? It's possible. Anyway, I want more of these extras. I want
all of it.

alyssa says

a naked jace running around new york w only antlers on his head? uh yes lol this was so funny and magnus
staring at alec SO CUTE

Paola says

Jace eating fairy food ?


